. Since the sum of two functions in B n belongs to B n and since a nonnegative real multiple of a B n function is a B n function, the set of B n functions form a convex cone. It is the purpose of this paper to give the extremal elements [2] of this cone, to prove that they are not dense in a compact convex set that does not contain the origin but meets every ray of the cone, and to show that for the functions of the cone an integral representation in terms of extremal elements is possible. The intersection of the B n cones is the well-known class of functions, the absolutely monotonic functions. Thus the set of these functions form a convex cone also. The extremal elements for this convex cone are given too.
In some correspondence with the author relative to the convex cone B 2 , Professor F. P. Bonsall noted that the extremal elements of B 2 were the indefinite integrals of the characteristic functions that are extremal elements of the weak closure of B λ . Professor Bonsall guessed that successive integration would give the extremal elements of B n . This proved to be a very good guess, and the author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of these comments.
In the following discussion the vertex of the convex cone is not considered as an extremal element. 1* The convex cone B o . For fe B o , then takef^x) = xf(x) and f 2 = / -f lm Then / is the sum of functions in B Q that are not proportional to /. Therefore, B o has no extremal elements. 2* The convex cone B x . For / = c > 0 and f = f λ +f 2 where f x and f 2 eB, then 0 -Δ\f{x) = Δ\flx) + Δ\f 2 {x) implies Δlf^x) = 0 for i = 1, 2 and [x, x + h] 
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Already mf(ξ, 1;) belongs to B 2 . Now by induction it shall be shown that mf{ξ, n -1;) e B n for n > 2. In fact, it is true in general that if /eJ? n _! and if Notice that like the positive constant functions these functions w&/(?f n -1;) f°r f -0, that is the functions m/(0, w -1;) belong to B n for all n since its derivatives of all orders exist and are nonnegative on [0, 1] . However, if ξ > 0, let s and k be integers such that s > k and let x and h be such that x + (s -2)fe = ξ, 0 ^ α? < x + sfe ^ 1» Then The lemma below shows how the functions g x and g 2 with the desired properties can be constructed. 
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LEMMA. Given f on [0,1) such that f is right continuous, nonneqative, nondecreasing and f(x)
Consequently, if as many as two terms are nonzero in the series expansion, then take f t equal to one of the two nonzero terms and /a = / -/i. Then clearly f τ and f 2 belong to fL and / has a nonproportional decomposition. Hence the only extremal elements of B w are the functions c { x\ c t > 0, i = 0, 1, 2, The following theorem summarizes all of the results up to this point. Hence f$B n . Thus by Theorem 39.4 of Choquet [3] , it follows that for any function f 0 in C n there exists a nonnegative measure μ Q on the closure of the extreme points of C n such that f o (x) \ dμ Q = 1 fix) dμ Q . Since C n meets every ray of the cone B n and does not contain the origin, it follows that each function of B n is a scalar multiple of such a representation.
If the set of extremal elements of C n are dense in C n , then the above result would be of no interest, but this is not the case. Consider
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